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Wisdom visualisations 

As you know we have been going through wisdom visualisation part we dealt with visualisation 

pertaining to expansive wisdom clear wisdom and now we are going to start swift wisdom. 

To recap what we did last week, rather in detail, was doing visualisation for expansive wisdom by way 

of receiving the wisdom of Lama Tsong Khapa and Buddhas and bodhisattvas in the form of 

innumerable Manjushris and deities. Through body, through form, you develop expansive wisdom and 

through mantra or speech you develop clear wisdom. The second visualisation was how to develop 

swift wisdom by visualising the wisdom of Lama Tsong Khapa coming in the form of nectar that fills 

your body and the nectar particles transform into OM A RA PA TSA NA DHI, which in turn projects or 

issues light which goes out to receive clear wisdom of Buddhas and bodhisattvas. Then the clear 

wisdom the Buddhas and bodhisattvas have dissolve into you and you develop clear wisdom to be 

able to make fine critical distinctions about crucial matters.  

Swift Wisdom 

Tonight, the visualisation for swift or fast wisdom. Again the text says,  

Further, swift wisdom in the form of crimson nectar is received and fills your body. The 

nectar particles that completely fill your body transform into the crimson seed syllable 

DHI, which in turn issues light outwards and goes to ten directions and receives, hooks 

the swift wisdom Buddhas and bodhisattvas have in the form of the same seed syllable 

DHIH, which further fills your body. Then feel that as asked for you have received swift 

wisdom to cut through three things: ignorance, not knowing what things are; distorted 

perception or cognition, wrong ideas; and indecisions and doubt. 

Please remember the flow chart. If you want to have a quick easy way to remember, have a flow chart:  

1. You receive swift wisdom of Lama Tsong Khapa and two disciples in the form of crimson nectar 

and light rays that fill your body;  

2. The nectar particles change into crimson DHI syllable;  

3. The seed syllables issues light rays and summons, receives the swift wisdom of Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas;  

4. Their swift wisdom is received in the form of the same seed syllable DHI, filling your body; 

5. Bless me to receive swift wisdom to sever ignorance, distortion and doubt.  

Please remember the steps of visualisation and then let’s recite mig-tse-ma ten times.  

Profound wisdom 

The fourth wisdom is profound wisdom through the hand implements Buddhist deities have, like vajra 

and bell.  

Further, profound wisdom of Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples in the form of crimson 

nectar fills you as nectar is received through your crown aperture. As the nectar is 
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received, it fills your body completely and nectar particles change into wisdom 

scripture as their base and wisdom sword standing upright in the middle. Imagine 

nectar particles transform into scripture-sword images which issue light rays to 

receive, summon and collect the profound wisdom that Buddhas and bodhisattvas 

have and their wisdom is then received in the form of the same scripture and sword 

innumerable scripture-sword images, completely jamming your body. As you do this, 

feel as asked for you have received the profound wisdom to penetrate unimpededly 

the depths of scriptures.  

Again, remember the steps of visualisation. The first steps are similar: this time the nectar particles 

transform into scripture-sword images that go on to receive the profound wisdom of Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas in the form of scripture-sword images that fill your body completely to bestow upon you 

profound wisdom to penetrate unimpededly the very depths of profound scriptures.  

Other wisdom visualisations 

Now we have covered the first four wisdoms some time ago we were told that through mig-tse-ma 

practice you can also develop wisdom for lucid articulation, and wisdom for dialectics or debate then 

wisdom for composition, scholarly erudition. According to this profound manual, it says: “Fifth, how 

to develop wisdom for clear elucidation through receiving just scripture, scripture visualisation.” The 

process is very similar to what has gone on before. Nevertheless for reasons of reinforcement it says:  

Further, wisdom of articulation of Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples in the form of 

crimson nectar is received filling one’s body completely. The nectars in the body then 

transform into the scripture that is being taught, whatever scripture at hand is being 

taught, the nectar particles transform into that scripture. The scriptures insides your 

body issue light rays to go to the ten directions to receive summon collect and hook 

wisdom for clear elucidation or explanation the art of clear articulation Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas have in the form of scripture being taught at the time. Then, the 

scriptures of Buddhas and bodhisattvas which in fact are their art of clear elucidation 

completely compact into your body. Then feel, as asked for, that you have received 

wisdom for clear elucidation that gives certitude of the clarity of meaning of the words 

and the meaning found in the scripture.  

Now the sixth is wisdom for debate and dialectics. When developing wisdom for debate through the 

wisdom-sword wheel visualisation. Here the mantra has OM AH RA PA STA NA, which is six syllables 

and DHI is in the middle. We have wisdom-sword wheel: OM AH RA PA STA NA, each of these six 

syllables is on top of a blade image – there are six blades of a sword and on each flat blade there is a 

syllable of the mantra – then we have DHI in the middle standing.  

Imagine there is a DHI in the middle and there are six spokes of six swords that form a chopper-blade 

wheel. Each blade, each wisdom sword, has one of the syllables marked on the blade.  

Audience: Not sitting above it? 

Geshe-la: The mantra is on the blade but it hasn’t explained. It is lying horizontal, lying like engraved. 

The main thing is conviction, not so much the detail of the visualisation. 

Again, dialectical wisdom or debating wisdom of Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples in 

the form of crimson light rays and nectar are received and fill your body. The nectar 

particles transform into the sword-wheel emitting light rays which go to ten directions 

to summon, receive dialectical or debating incisive wisdom of Buddhas and 
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bodhisattvas. In the same form of the sword-wheel, feel that they fill and compact 

your body. As asked for, you are blessed with wisdom that captures the confidence of 

charlatan speakers without any trace.  

As you receive the wisdom of Buddhas and bodhisattvas in the form of sword-wheel that fill your body 

completely, small big miniature whatever, with that you receive the blessing of debating wisdom with 

which you can capture, destroy, annihilate the confidence of charlatans so that not a trace of 

charlatans remain.  

Apart from this, we have a Dharma wheel and the dharma wheel with eight spokes and the represents 

80,000 categories of teachings given by the Buddha. Just as the function of the normal wheel is to hit 

the road and move from place to place, the wheel of Dharma moves from consciousness to 

consciousness: from Buddhas, teachers, to our consciousness then the light of the teachings destroys 

the darkness. Then when you become the agent of help, the wheel moves on. From person to person 

place to place, the wheel moves on. This wheel represents the 80,000 teachings of the Buddha which 

in fact are the antidotes to the 80,000 delusions that we normally have. But here the wheel is six 

spokes of the wisdom-sword.  

Next one is wisdom for composition or erudite writing. As before,  

Composition wisdom of Lama Tsong Khapa and disciples in the form of crimson nectar 

is received, fills your body completely, the nectar particles transform into a scripture 

and sword wheel.  

Normally we have scripture at the base and sword standing but this one clearly says nectar particles 

transform into scriptures and sword wheel images, and then these scripture-sword-wheel nectar 

particles emit light rays like before and receive the composition wisdom of Buddhas and bodhisattvas 

in the form of scripture-sword wheel images and then Buddhas and bodhisattvas fill compact your 

body. Feel you are blessed with wisdom for composition, which will generate delight for the clear 

minded, for the sumptuous feast of sound words and meaning. This is the last one.  

We will do the final mig-tse-ma recitation to conclude this segment of wisdom development through 

mig-tse-ma practice. Please join me to recite mig-tse-ma ten times.  

Q&A Session 

Audience: Earlier Geshe-la mentioned, talking about the third suffering, pervasive conditioning, when 

we put our head on the pillow at night that is due to the third type of suffering. Could he please expand 

on that? I take it to mean the need for sleep and tiredness is due to the third type of suffering – that’s 

how I took it.  

Geshe-la: The third type of suffering, pervasive conditioning, is almost neutral in sensation but it is 

uncontrollable. In terms of sensation it is neither painful nor pleasurable, but nevertheless it is 

uncontrollable. Like some people due to deep conditioning they can’t control certain habits. In the 

same way, the delusions that we have when we are conditioned by some strong delusions becomes 

uncontrollable. Pervasive conditions is something quite difficult to detect. It is there, it is the very 

reason why the other two types of suffering emerge and from which all other kinds of suffering 

emerge.  

Audience: How does that tie up with sleep, I’m pretty sure Geshe-la mentioned sleep?  

Geshe-la: I have difficulty recalling that. Maybe I was talking about calm abiding, how when you 

develop calm abiding – especially when you are in the middle of calm abiding – your concentration is 
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susceptible to coarse and subtle excitation and course and subtle laxity, dull presence of mind on the 

object. Dullness of mind, or the sunken state of the mind on the object, in some ways it does lead to 

drowsiness. So, for example, often when you do practice somewhere in the middle of the practice you 

can’t sustain the keen attention you started with and gradually you find yourself dozing off. I gave that 

as an example of laxity of concentration. I used sleep as an example for laxity.  

This question about pervasive conditioning arises in relation to the four truths. When you talk about 

the truth of suffering, generally you talk about three types of suffering of body and mind the first two 

types of suffering is so easy that even animals insects can detect and do their best to avoid. The second 

type of suffering, of state of initial pleasure descending into unpleasurable state, is a kind of suffering 

that discerning minds can understand. The third type of suffering is quite difficult. The third type is 

suffering of pervasive conditioning: the mere fact we have got this body and mind, the load of the five 

afflicted aggregates, is an example of pervasive suffering.  

As you all know, suffering of actual pain is so easy to detect. When you’ve had a headache, these are 

classic examples of the first type of suffering that not only humans even an ant can if you see. An ant 

or something, if you put your finger before it, it detects danger and it runs away. Suffering of change 

can be easily understood by informed discerning minds. The classic example is if it is hot outside then 

to avoid heat if you go into a windy, shady area. When you get there in the shade, which is where 

some cold winds blows, the initial state of being there is so pleasurable. If it were real happiness, real 

state of wellbeing, the more you sit in the shade the more comfortable you will be, you will know 

unceasing pleasure. But we all know that if you sit in the shade for too long, that which was so 

pleasurable to start with is now unpleasurable and you want to move back into the sun. Suffering of 

change is really what deludes a lot of us into thinking that samsaric matters are pleasurable.  

Audience: If you don’t know the Tibetan syllables, is it okay to visualise it in English? 

Geshe-la: You can use English, even in English you get the same sound, the same impact. What is most 

important for this visualisation, it’s not so much that you know the visualisation in and out – if you do 

it mechanically without any feeling then nothing will happen – but feeling, make believe it is 

happening, the conviction that it is happening. To enjoy a novel, you have to have suspension of 

disbelief, then you are involved in the novel and you feel sad with the heroes etc. In the same way, 

you have to have total suspension of disbelief: believe that it is happening.  

 

 

 

 


